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Who We Are

The Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC) is an 
applied research program at University of Illinois.

Our mission: Reduce the energy footprint of Illinois and 
beyond. 





SEDAC Program Contacts

• Technical support 
sedac-info@illinois.edu
800.214.7954

• Online resources at  
https://smartenergy.illinois.edu/

• Blog Posts on current issues in 
efficiency and sustainability

• Energy Smart Tips
• Technical Notes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SEDAC provides a range of energy efficiency services from energy code support to blog posts on efficiency and sustainability news and projects.

mailto:sedac-info@illinois.edu
https://smartenergy.illinois.edu/


www.smartenergy.Illinois.edu/energy-code/



SEDAC Building Energy Resources



Learning Objectives

1. Understand the building as a whole system and the thermal 
envelope’s role in energy efficiency and comfort.

2. Learn about schematic and massing studies for thermal 
envelope efficiency.

3. Identify problems and solutions of envelope details based on 
heat transfer methods.

4. Understand how to comply with the current Illinois Energy 
Conservation Code for envelope design and installation.



Understanding 
Envelope Energy 

Impacts

• Understanding Envelope Energy Impacts



Envelope Has Major Impact on Building Systems

Residential Loads Breakdown
https://gaia.lbl.gov/btech/CSI_BPMAlliance/EnergyPolicies.pdf

Residential EnvelopeCommercial Envelope
Has Impact on 
54% of Loads

Commercial Loads Breakdown
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2012/index.

php?view=consumption#e1-e11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The US DOE Better Buildings Solutions Center states, on average, envelope loads make up 30% of residential and commercial building loads.Frontline barrier between interior and exterior conditionsFenestration design impacts lighting systems and heating and cooling loadsOverall insulating value impacts sizing of HVAC equipmentImpacts duct sizingImpacts available space in buildings (smaller HVAC, smaller mechanical rooms)Air tightness impacts humidity control and occupant comfortOn average, 30% of buildings loads are from the building envelope.

https://gaia.lbl.gov/btech/CSI_BPMAlliance/EnergyPolicies.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2012/index.php?view=consumption#e1-e11


Envelopes Have Two Primary Building Interactions

Envelope (skin loads) 
Dominated Buildings
• Usually smaller buildings with a large 

surface area to volume ratio
• Consumption dominated by climate

Core (internal loads) 
Dominated
• Usually larger buildings with small 

surface area to volume ratio
• Consumption impacted by ventilation 

requirements rather than envelope 
loads

Climate influenced zone
Core influenced zone
• Ventilation 
• Cooling
• Lights



Passive Design Principles Reduce Envelope Loads

• Solar loads and thermal massing reduce HVAC loads
• Reduced loads reduce size of HVAC components

• Can trade cost reductions in HVAC for envelope improvements
• Can trade space requirements for envelope improvements

• Envelope is semi-permanent component of the building system
• Most design choices for envelope stay with building for life of 

structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The envelope is rarely replaced during the life of the building. At most, EFIS may be installed later in life. This compares to the HVAC, lighting system, and plug loads which will be replaces multiple times during a building’s life. Resilience is beginning to have a larger focus, particularly in light of the power outages that Texas experienced recently.Commonly, tradeoffs are calculated based on the energy saved from say increasing insulation. However, this simplicity of calculation neglects the benefits of other reduced costs. As we’re noting here, better envelopes commonly lead to reductions in size and complexity of HVAC systems. Smaller equipment is typically cheaper to install and may make for more space in the ceiling otherwise taken by ductwork leading to less chance of conflict with piping.



Incorporate Passive Designs for Resilience
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2
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6

1. Building orientation

2. Passive solar heating

3. Shading/Daylighting

4. Thermal massing

5. Natural ventilation

6. Landscape/Natural Shade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Passive envelope design can better maintain comfort during outages, improving resiliencyActive systems such as solar PV, mechanical ventilation, and automation rely on interconnection with other mechanical systems, and can be disabled by a failure of grid.Passive designs can work in parallel with active systems to improve resiliency and reduce energy consumption



Identify Passive Opportunities Early in Design

Changing layouts, thermal 
mass locations, orientation, 
fenestration levels, shading, 
etc… in simple model 
parametric runs can identify 
potential for optimizing 
passive features  in envelopes

Even if passive design isn’t 
focus of envelope, 
optimization reduces energy 
and improves resiliency



Detailing Envelope 
Continuity for 

Improved 
Performance



Keys to Managing Envelope Loads

• Get Control Layers Right! Thermal, Water, Vapor and Air
• All must work together effectively and form continuous layers.
• Detailing continuity is biggest challenge for efficient envelope 

design.
• Focus on detailing around building joints

• Wall to roof
• Floor to wall
• Window to wall
• Foundation to wall



Confirm Continuity Detailing

• ORNL field study showed that most commercial facilities use 
similar materials, area-to-volume ratios, number of penetrations 
for services and equipment.

• Biggest difference in performance was installation workmanship
• Starts with detailing!
• Good detailing leads to proper installation, limits confusion and 

errors
• Consider integrated-layer products to help simplify detailing: 

SIPS, EIFS, etc… provide air, water, and thermal barriers in one 
kit



• National Institute of Building Sciences 
Whole Building Design Guide website 
has multiple articles and resources 
for envelope design and efficiency

• US DOE Better Buildings Solution 
Center hosts multiple articles, 
webinars, and toolkits.

• Architecture and Construction 
Continuing Education Center hosts a 
library of courses, including envelope 
continuity, efficiency, and 
sustainability.

Building Envelope Design Guides

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convert to hyperlink and ensure in PDF

https://www.wbdg.org/guides-specifications/building-envelope-design-guide
https://betterbuildingssolutioncenter.energy.gov/alliance/technology-solution/building-envelope
https://continuingeducation.bnpmedia.com/library.php?S=C


Resources for Continuity Design

• BC Hydro 
produces a 
Building Envelope 
Thermal Bridging 
Guide that has 
helpful diagrams 
and best-practice 
details for multiple 
building 
transitions.

http://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/power-smart/builders-developers/final-mh-bc-part-1-envelope-guide.pdf


Identify Potential Envelope Issues Using Pen Test

Joining different building assemblies is a common location for 
errors in control layers of the envelope.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The Pen Test” is to trace your envelope design and make sure there are no locations where the pen must be lifted to connect control layers for different assemblies.At each assembly transition, draw a circle. There should be a detail drawing for each transition to ensure proper field installation



Four Control Layers Need to Align and Be Continuous

• Alignment of thermal barrier between wall and above-deck roof 
insulation often a difficult detail. Again, call out sealing between 
differing materials and joints between assemblies.

Source: https://blog.gaf.com/parapets-part-3-an-example-of-complexity/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we’re calling out that the envelope is really 4 control layers. Some materials can serve more than one of these functions. Be sure to verify all 4 are present and are connected at all transitions. Bulk water typically needs to be the outer most layer. The air and thermal control layers need to be in intimate contact to prevent air from passing through the insulation degrading its performance.Key to check for is that there is no more than 1 vapor barrier! Two Barriers can trap moisture in wall!

https://blog.gaf.com/parapets-part-3-an-example-of-complexity/


Important to plan for complex joints and 
detail envelope continuity around these 
joints.

Note in image to right, thermal and air 
barriers consist of same materials or 
closely aligned control layers

Parapet Wall – Optimal Design

Image source: 
https://continuingeducation.bnpmedia.com/courses/
gaf/parapets-continuity-of-control-layers/2/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
High, hollow parapet walls with insulation that wraps around the exterior surfaces are compliant with codes, but experience has shown that since the interior space is so narrow, the interior surfaces are still prone to cooling to dew point and forming condensation, which can then run down the wall assembly. Best practice to avoid this is to leave the upper portion of the parapet isolated from the rest of the wall assembly and vented so it can dry and wrap the air and thermal barriers along the roof deck to the wall (platform framing) instead of up and over the parapet.

https://continuingeducation.bnpmedia.com/courses/gaf/parapets-continuity-of-control-layers/2/


Slab Edge Should Detail Thermal Breaks

• R-10 for slab edge, R-5 under heated (hydronic or electric) slab on grade.
• Structural thermal breaks are available for cantilevered slabs and heavy-traffic 

slab loads

ENERGY STAR Thermal Bypass Checklist: http://slideplayer.com/slide/15071129/

Energy Edge® Schöck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another area where increasing insulation beyond that required by minimum code could be valuable, particularly the difference in cost between R-5 and R-10 may be minimal or two layers of insulation with staggered joints may make for a more durable design. Again, rarely does one get the opportunity to change the envelope during the life of a building.

http://slideplayer.com/slide/15071129/


Ensure no Thermal Bridging

Image source: NBEC 2014 
conference presentation: 
https://www.slideshare.net/
RDHBuildings/nbec-2014-
balcony-thermal-bridging-gf-
final-oct-2314

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural cut-outs still leave significant thermal bridging at the support beamsConcentrated reinforcement reduces thermal bridging further, but still significant presenceInsulated balcony wrap is more expensive, but good way to retrofit an existing building with thermal bridgingManufactured thermal breaks for slabs have lowest thermal bridging effect, and optimize performance

https://www.slideshare.net/RDHBuildings/nbec-2014-balcony-thermal-bridging-gf-final-oct-2314


Podium slabs (common for condos/apartments over a parking 
structure) are a difficult joint to detail

Podium Slab Thermal Break Option 1

Images adapted from https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-059-slab-happy

• Durable floor finish needed over 
interior insulation for fire and 
mechanical damage protection

• Thermal continuity ensured as floor 
insulation connects directly to exterior 
wall insulation

• Water barrier laps up under wall 
barrier for continuity

Sill gasket is vapor 
break between 
wall and slab, and 
air gap seal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all, the main concern is the thermal bridge between the interior slab and the exterior plaza portion of the slab.Similar detailing for split-level buildings

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-059-slab-happy


Podium slabs (common for condos/apartments over a parking 
structure) are a difficult joint to detail

Podium Slab Thermal Break Option 2

Images adapted from https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-059-slab-happy

• Interstitial space must be 
compartmentalized for fire 
safety

• No thermal breaks as floor 
insulation connects directly to 
exterior wall insulation

• Wall water barrier connects to 
plaza slab water barrier

Water barrier 
continuous with 
wall water barrier

Sill gasket is vapor 
break between wall 
and slab, and air 
gap seal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all, the main concern is the thermal bridge between the interior slab and the exterior plaza portion of the slab.Similar detailing for split-level buildings

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-059-slab-happy


Podium slabs (common for condos/apartments over a parking 
structure) are a difficult joint to detail

Podium Slab Thermal Break Option 3

Images adapted from https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-059-slab-happy

• Exterior and interior slab must be 
thermally broken by structural 
thermal break

• Supporting pillars will always be 
thermal bridge, usually 
compensated with heat tape or 
small heaters, if needed

• Interstitial space is more accessible 
below slab Foil-faced polyiso

rated for exposure

Wall insulation 
and water barrier 
continue to top 
of plaza slab

Sill gasket is vapor 
break between wall 
and slab, and air 
gap seal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all, the main concern is the thermal bridge between the interior slab and the exterior plaza portion of the slab.Similar detailing for split-level buildings

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi-059-slab-happy


When placing building component assemblies, pay attention to 
the locations of the thermal, vapor and air barriers to ensure 
continuity.

Pay Attention to Control Layer Alignment

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/082a/0380c8febd2a8bd9af01b4871b828105664b.pdf?_ga=2.32095222.97788304.1594148739-339691924.1594148739

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Window thermal break outside wall thermal layerCreates condensation risk and cold drafts

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/082a/0380c8febd2a8bd9af01b4871b828105664b.pdf?_ga=2.32095222.97788304.1594148739-339691924.1594148739


Window/Floor Combined Joint Thermal Bridge

Base wall R-value is R-22, reduced to <R-6, about 74.5% reduction!
Continuous insulation covers slab face, but window frame provides bridge
Leave header space above windows to provide thermal break for floor slabs

Images courtesy: 
NYC Commercial 
Envelope 
Training Module

Continuous 
insulation?
Not quite



Foundation Control Layers Are a Little Tricky

• Insulation provides thermal 
barrier

• Masonry is the air barrier, except 
at joints!

• Damp proofing and soil drainage 
provide water “barrier” on 
exterior.

• Vapor retarders under slabs 
prevent vapor diffusion through 
slab into space.

• Sill gaskets perform vapor and air 
barrier roles.

• Exposed insulation needs 
protection from elements.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The soil and drain lines on the outside of the foundation are part of the water barrier and need to be detailed as such.Water trapped against the foundation will eventually soak into insulation and masonry, degrading performance of both.



Addressing 
Problematic 

Detailing



R402.4 Air Barrier Construction Table Can Help Catch 
Issues

The sealing methods between dissimilar materials shall allow for 
differential expansion and contraction.
Be sure to include appropriate detailing for building joints and 
fenestration. (See table R402.4.1.1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table is where one is likely to find a deficiency if an indoor air quality issue is encountered. Use this as a list to review designs, these would even be mostly applicable to commercial buildings even though it’s a residential table.



Buildings With Thermal Bridging at Slabs Can Be 
Radiators!

Fins on Aqua Tower add interesting aesthetic, but have consequences

Image source: https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi062-thermal-bridges-redux

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acts as a large radiatorLarge increase to heating loads

https://www.buildingscience.com/documents/insights/bsi062-thermal-bridges-redux


• Without proper detailing, thermal breaks are likely in the 
construction phase. 

• Design for efficiency from the start!

Cantilevered Slab Structural Thermal Breaks Need to be 
Detailed



• Heavy traffic can damage perimeter insulation that is 
unsupported, particularly if slab is heated and R-15 (about 3” of 
EPS) insulation is needed at the perimeter. That’s a big gap!

How To Detail Insulation When Slab Need Support?

How do you insulate the perimeter of a heated slab that will 
experience heavy loads from vehicle traffic?



Solutions Exist for Problem Locations

Specify materials with added support, or designed to fill heavy 
traffic expansion joints and use to cover edge insulation

Energy Edge® is PVC-reinforced 
slab edge insulation product

Schöck

Expansion joints can cover 
insulation gaps.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The market is now coming out with new products that can reduce the thermal bridging and can tolerate compression much better than traditional insulation does.Split between balcony solution and supported insulation solution



Air Barrier Continuity Needs Verified at Complex Joints

Ensure that all building joints, material changes, and openings 
have proper air sealing in place.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Watch for complicated joints where materials may be close together making it difficult to access or severely acute angles for similar issues. This may be particularly true if there is a specific order of operations that must be done for success.This was a stadium with rain screen and recessed exposed patio areas. Framing and structure for sheathing and floor above created opening by porches that was not caught during construction. HVAC system couldn’t keep up. Had to add blocking and sealant in existing building – MUCH harder



Verifying Control 
Layers On Site



Foundation Errors Can Hold Up Project-Check Early

• Ensure any exterior insulation is protected from damage.
• If necessary, ensure termite shield in place.
• For horizontal exterior insulation, ensure minimum 10” below grade for 

protection, or under pavement.
• Soils around foundation must be free draining and sloped away from building to 

prevent trapping water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The foundation is the first part of the building installed. If there are issues to address, the rest of the project can be held up.



Heated Slabs Must be Verified Earlier

• Under-slab insulation for 
heated slabs must be 
continuous R-5

• Check before pouring for 
continuity and proper R-value.



Floor Insulation Must Be Held in Place

• Insulation needs to maintain permanent contact with the 
subfloor decking to provide rated R-value

Gyp. Board

Pre-cast 
Column

Minimum R-38 
Closed-Cell Insulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Important to check designs for cantilevered floors and floors over unconditioned spaces (garages and crawlspaces) for proper full contact of insulation



Verify Fenestration Performance with NFRC Labels

• For factory-assembled windows, look for the 
NFRC-400 tag.

• For site-built and curtain-wall assemblies, 
construction documents should have report from 
NFRC CMA computer program.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One important thing to consider regardless of the fenestration used is that pressure testing the envelope may reveal issues such as window seals that may be loose or other deficiencies of the air control layer.For site-built windows, a report on their performance should be included in the construction documents.Proper installation is key to performance – check seals and clamps for proper installation!



Verify all Control Layers for Window Assemblies

• End dams properly installed to 
direct water to weep holes

• Sealant applied to joints and gaps 
between glazing units and 
between windows and walls

• Avoid too much sealant, which 
can plug weep holes

• Proper flashing around openings 
for fenestration – particularly 
check for shingle-style installationImage source: https://iibec.org/wp-

content/uploads/2011-03-mccowan-kivela.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This particular assembly was missing the end dams, and water penetrated into the interior wall behind the window

https://iibec.org/wp-content/uploads/2011-03-mccowan-kivela.pdf


Wall Cavity Insulation Most Common Source of Issues

Insulation must maintain contact with approved air barrier. 
Fibrous cavity insulation should fill cavity with no gaps. 
Spray insulation needs to be proper depth & even thickness.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spray foam insulation is commonly seen as a panacea. Unfortunately, it can have installation issues like any other product. On the left we can see the sprayfoam shrank during the curing process and has pulled away from the framing. This is no longer providing the benefits that were expected. Also, if the foam is being used for either its vapor control properties or thermal control properties, the design needs to be sure to use the appropriate thickness to achieve the desired results. Also, you can see the variability of spray foam thickness and so it may be wise to either increase the specified thickness or to verify the minimum thickness has been achieved rather than looking for an average thickness.



Inspect Roof Layers for Continuity
• Verify above-deck insulation 

has at least 2 layers with 
lapped joints to minimize air 
leakage.

• If insulation is above dropped 
ceiling/inside building, ensure it 
maintains contact with the air 
barrier surface (roof deck) and is 
not set on ceiling tiles or have gaps 
in the insulation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offsetting the joints not only leads to better performance, but also reduces the chance of vapor migration through the assembly, condensing on the underside of the membrane, and raining or leaking back into the building leading to the impression of a roof membrane leak where none actually exists. Insulation on a drop ceiling has the problem of not being in contact with an air barrier which enables air to pass through this insulation and degrade performance. This insulation where present is more common for noise control than for thermal performance.



Housewrap Needs Careful Installation to be Effective 
Air/Water Barrier

• Ensure continuity of air barrier
• Ensure joints/seams sealed so they won’t 

dislodge or fail in the future
• For wraps, ensure proper spacing of fasteners 

per manufacturer’s instructions.
Image © Ecohome

Image courtesy FineHomebuilding.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally, the proper fasteners need to be used. Commonly, wrap instructions call for capped fasteners which help distribute the load across a larger area and provide additional resistance for airflow.



Use Proper Air Barrier Materials for Continuity

• Ensure materials used in air 
barrier assembly are air barrier 
materials listed in 
C402.5.1.2.1.

• Most common issues
• non-air barrier material in 

gaps (fibrous insulation)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a table in the code book. Understand that the proper materials may be installed incorrectly or poorly. Properly installed barriers are good until one starts to punch holes in the material for say electrical boxes, plumbing or sprinkler piping, HVAC duct work, exhaust piping etc.Common mistake is to see fiberglass stuffed into joints between corrugated decking and masonry walls. Fiberglass was removed in this image to show the gap.



Check Air Barriers Carefully for Continuity!

Fluid applied barrier 
pinholes allow air & 
moisture transmission –
common in cinderblock 
applications

Self-adhered membranes 
should follow installer 
instructions to avoid over-
exposure to heat and 
wrinkles that create gaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we can see some discontinuities that can occur from improper or inadequate installation. The upper installation is a fluid applied barrier which is typically good, but was applied either too thinly, or with too few coatings where air bubbles were produced during application on the rough surface of the CMU which popped leading to holes in the barrier. Similarly peel and stick need to be installed without ripples which can allow air to bypass the barrier.



Pressure Testing For Residential Ensure Air Barrier 
Performance

• Mandatory for residential construction
• Residential air leakage rate not to exceed 4 

air changes per hour @ 50 pascals
• Where required by code official, testing shall 

be conducted by an approved third party.
• Testing performed after creation of all 

penetrations of the building thermal envelope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important thing with the building envelope is to test it. The code requires it for residential buildings.



Commercial Pressure Testing is Possible with 
Smaller/Tighter Buildings

• Though rarely done, smaller commercial 
buildings can be pressure tested with multiple 
blower doors

• Larger buildings can be pressure tested using 
HVAC systems

• Must seal all intentional openings (vents, fans 
not used for pressurization test, gravity dampers, 
etc…)

• Ideal means to verify integrity of the air barrier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we spoke about earlier commercial buildings may use materials to meet the air barrier criteria. However, those materials may not be installed properly, or may have penetrations. Testing will verify the performance of the air control layer. This should be done as early in the construction process as feasible. It may even be done multiple times. An example would be conducting the test once the envelope is complete, but penetrations have yet to be made. This provides a baseline tightness and later it can be tested to compare against the baseline and allows deficiencies to be remedied before they are covered up with things like insulation, drywall, piping, duct work, etc.Single fan can move 4,900 CFM @ 75Pa, which is enough to test an envelope of 12,250 SF, a triple fan can therefore test 36,750 SF of envelope area in a single doorway. That’s a 78’ cube building. [90.1-2022 will likely reduce the leakage further, raising a triple fan capacity to 49,000 SF of envelope area.



Documenting 
Envelope Code 

Compliance



• Construction documents must be 
provided to code official, prepared by 
registered design professional where 
required by local statutes.

• C103.2 Information on Construction 
Documents

• Drawn to scale, clearly depict details, 
and provide sufficient detail on 
building systems and features.

• Right-hand list contains required 
details

C103 – Lists Construction Documents for Compliance

Envelope documentation requirements

1. Insulation materials and R-value
2. Fenestration U-factor and SHGC

1. Area weighted factors if used
3. Air sealing details
4. Building thermal envelope depiction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From this summary, the energy code is focused on the thermal and air control layers.Water and vapor control layer requirements are found in the Residential and Building codes.



Properly Reference Between Drawings, Spec. Manual, and 
Any Software Used

• Best to have all code-compliance references in a single location 
to avoid missing documentation, including conflicting data, or 
the chance it may be missed by the reviewer.

• Can be in the specification manual, plan drawings, or both. If in 
both, include cross references to aid in speed of review.

• Plan drawing keys for assemblies should be used to reference 
assembly components in specification manual as well

• Also helpful to reference between plans and entries in software 
programs



• Names for building assemblies should match plan drawing 
nomenclature for easy reference between output reports and 
plan documentation.

Assembly References Should Match in All Documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Including the plan callout for an assembly in the summary table, inputs to software (and thus the outputs) can help in tracking accurate data entry, as well as making plan review by officials easier to follow.



Include Insulation Materials and Specifications

• Summary of R-values and U-factors in table, or on section view 
drawing showing calculated assembly U-factor

• Specifications should detail any installation requirements: Types 
of hangers, spacing, joint treatments, etc…

• Detail drawings should display continuity plan for complex joints 
or joining with dissimilar materials



Plan Sections Should Summarize Thermal Layer 
Properties

Source: 
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings
/pdf/h2g_all.pdf

• In architectural plan summary page, include table with insulation summary
• Code required R-value/U-factor, Design values, and applicable areas
• For fenestration, also include code and design SHGC.

• For UA trade-offs, include minimally compliant UA vs calculated UA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the wall type key at the top of the chart. This should match across the spec documents, plan drawings, and any software used for energy analysis (COMcheck, Energy+, etc…)

https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/buildings/pdf/h2g_all.pdf


Helpful When Schedule Sheets Refer to Compliance 
Values

WINDOW AND DOOR SCHEDULE IL-ECC 2018 REQUIREMENT

TAG TYPE MATERIAL
NOMINAL 

DIM. 
(WXH)

PROJECTION 
FACTOR MANUF-MODEL NO. ASSEMBLY 

U-FACTOR SHGC VT

AIR 
LEAKAGE 

RATE 
(CFM/SF)

CODE U-
FACTOR

CODE SHGC 
FOR GIVEN 

PF

CODE AIR 
LEAKAGE 
(CFM/SF)

W1 FIXED ANNO. 
ALUM. 7'0" x 7'0" 0.15 ABC WINDOW-D999 

SERIES OR EQUAL 0.33 0.38 0.51 0.16 0.38 SEW: 0.38, 
N:0.51 0.20

W1A FIXED & 
CASEMENT

ANNO. 
ALUM. 7'0" x 7'0" 0.15 ABC WINDOW-D999 

SERIES OR EQUAL 0.35 0.39 0.51 0.18 0.38 SEW: 0.38, 
N:0.51 0.20

W2 CASEMENT ANNO. 
ALUM. 4'6" x 2'3" 0.15 ABC WINDOW-D999 

SERIES OR EQUAL 0.42 0.39 0.51 0.18 0.45 SEW: 0.38, 
N:0.51 0.20

SW1 SKYLIGHT ANNO. 
ALUM. 2'10" x 5'2" 0.00 SKLT CO - TH123 OR 

EQUAL 0.40 0.38 0.53 0.18 0.50 0.40 0.30

W5 STOREFRONT 
FIXED

ANNO. 
ALUM.

SEE PLAN 
A301-A305 0.15 SFT CO. - CW123 OR 

EQUAL 0.36 0.38 0.53 0.05 0.38 SEW: 0.38, 
N:0.51 0.06

D1 STOREFRONT -
ENTRY DOOR

GLASS/ 
METAL 3'0" - 7'6" 0.15 SFT CO. - DW321 OR 

EQUAL 0.60 0.38 0.53 0.18 0.77 SEW: 0.38, 
N:0.51 1.00

D2 OPAQUE 
SWINGING DOOR METAL 3'0" - 7'6" 0.15 AMERICAN DOOR -

#89 OR EQUAL 0.35 N/A N/A 0.18 0.37 N/A N/A

Sample fenestration schedule with added code-compliance summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Left side from plan sheet, right code-summary side added. Would be good to see this added to plans for quick reference.



Air/Thermal Control Layer Details Should be Clear

• Section views of walls and details of joints between dissimilar 
materials should show the continuity of the thermal and air barriers 
clearly. 

• Show sealing compounds between joints/materials, too.

Image Source:  https://basc.pnnl.gov/cad-files

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be sure wherever two assemblies come together, to include a detailing of how they meet. We realize that commonly these are done by interns or other inexperienced designers despite these being the critical details. Also, be aware of and minimize the use of “by others” as rarely are “others” on the job site.

https://basc.pnnl.gov/cad-files


Heated Slabs Need Insulation Detail Under the Slab

• Detailing insulation gap 
for edge at doorways 
can be difficult, often 
leads to thermal 
bridges.

• R-10 for unheated slab 
(2” gap), R-15 for 
heated slab (3” gap).

• Heated slab needs R-5 
underneath as well.

ENERGY STAR Thermal Bypass Checklist: http://slideplayer.com/slide/15071129/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The detail is showing a chamfer detail that has fallen out of favor as compared to alternative methods to address this insulation location such as moving it partly under the exterior wall or stopping the slab short and using sealant to protect the top of the insulation.Common solution for supporting door thresholds is to trim down insulation and use a thermal break material (wood, thermal epoxy, etc…) to fill gap with a structural material

http://slideplayer.com/slide/15071129/


Insulation Summary in Notes/Details

• In architectural plan summary page, include table with insulation summary
• Code required R-value/U-factor, Design values, and applicable areas
• For fenestration, also include code and design SHGC.

• For UA trade-offs, include minimally compliant UA vs. calculated UA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is from a REScheck compliance report. As we see here, the budget for this building is 335, but score is 628. Likely a data entry error.  Uninsulated basement is big component of issue, but may need to add insulation to walls, or increase window U-factors to get full complianceNote the assemblies here are not properly named to match the plan drawings, will make verification more difficult



Software Used for Compliance Should Report Assembly 
Thermal Properties

• Code official will check wall assembly U-factors in program against U-
factor assemblies in plan drawings.

Example report from Energy Plus.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting the summary tables in the same order as the COMcheck or REScheck will aid in the speed of review.As noted earlier, make sure labels in software (assembly keys) match the keys in the software program!



Questions? 

energycode@illinois.edu
800-214-7954
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